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One of the best-selling casebooks of all time. The book includes all the material required to master

the essential issues that arise in federal and state criminal investigations and prosecutions, and

affords maximum flexibility to shape a course around a particular teacherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s own priorities

and interests. Comprehensive coverage of constitutional decisions and statutory regulation is

complemented by the latest policy and scholarly debates about such subjects as the evolving

regulation of government surveillance, computer and cell phone searches, eyewitness identification,

and profiling. Year after year, the bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s focus on current issues has made it the leading

choice for teaching criminal procedure.The book covers such topics as:Arrest, search and

seizureRight to counselDigital surveillancePolice interrogation and confessionsUndercover

investigationsLineups and other Pre-Trial Identification ProceduresGrand jury investigation
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I have to agree with all the others; the book is confusing.A lot of course confusion comes from the

notes and questions sections. They snuck in a bunch of cases and made them less prominent then

the main cases. I think it has a lot of potential to be a good book but it's needs to be edited for clarity

and with more allowance for separation of thought.It's also incredibly boring. They edited out most

of the facts sections, and it's mostly holdings and rationales. It sort of feels like the book was

vomited onto the pages, and wading through it is equally appalling. Using supplements is a

must.Seeing as it's a textbook at my law school I don't have much of a choice in reading it or not,



but like I said it needs some editing.

Confusing to read. This book contains very random and short pieces of cases without really

explaining why they are significant/important. Unfortunately, my professor used this as her main

textbook for our Criminal Procedure Investigation class. This book was also VERY expensive and I

did not feel like it was worth the price.

This book just makes you drill and kill through endless holdings, without ever articulating broader

ideas and themes in criminal procedure. It is slow work to read and study it, and you will need a

supplement to help contextualize the bajillion note cases in addition to main cases that you will be

copying down.

Rented Basic Criminal Procedure: Cases, Comments and Questions (American Casebook Series).

The book advertised as 14th Edition. In the mail package I received 12th addition, all pages for

assignments are completely off from provided syllabus.

Was even a hardcopy!

For a brand new book, it sure came beat up. Would have been nice if the first half of the book

wasn't totally smashed up.

very confusing layout, worst textbook ive experienced

Thank you
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